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Introduction

Since time immemorial, being on your back in a real fight has

been, it would seem, synonymous with defeat. The person

underneath is only seconds away from being beaten by the

assailant on top. In the majority of cases the synonym was

correct. Being pinned on your back (unless you are a trained

ground fighter) is the final pre-cursor to defeat, even to a

trained ground fighter it is still not the favoured position,

though it is certainly not the coup de grace.

If you study a good Judoka he will be as comfortable fighting

from off his back as he is sitting at a table eating his dinner.

The reason? He fights from there in Newaza (ground fighting)

all the time.

So our indoctrination into believing that the back position is

a weak position has to change. It is/can be a very powerful

position - it is the knowledge of how to fight from one’s back

that makes it more favourable.
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There are many escapes from the back position. These are

covered in-depth in The Escapes, and whilst they can of course

be considered as ‘fighting from your back’ they are out of

the context of this book and I would ask you to refer to the

said volume for detail to complete the picture.

The beauty of fighting from your back, besides the fact that

once learned you no longer harbour it as a weak position, is

that it lulls the opponent into a false sense of security - he

sees a finish when really there is not one there. When people

see a finish they invariably rush to take it and completely forget

about defending their pin (even on the pavement arena). This

is where you can easily escape, or more appropriately draw

them into a finishing technique.

The back position is a very strong position for barring and

choking an opponent. It is also very strong for using atemi,

especially eye attacks and biting. I’ve been on my back a few

times and managed to secure a good bite that has won me

the fight. This story from my  book Watch My Back exemplifies

this well, though it was very unusual. I was on my back - but
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in a dustbin with nothing else open for me but the bite (this

was before I learned to ground fight by the way):

It was an argument that I was not going to win and his

argumentative arrogance was rapidly losing me face. I lined him

up with a right and as soon as he opened his mouth again to

speak, ‘BANG!’ I let it go. It was right on target. He stumbled off

his stool, but to my astonishment he was still upright and to all

intents and purposes unshaken. The shock of this paused me for

a second, then I let go with a couple more punches before I was

pulled off him.

   “What was that for?” he asked, as though all I’d done was

slap his face.

    Hiding my disbelief, I said,

   “Don’t you ever try to tell me my job.”

   At this his mates dragged him out of the pub and I was left

wondering why I hadn’t finished the job properly. A couple of

minutes later I looked outside. He was there with his mates,

waiting for me. With his left hand he waved me out. Not seeing

the point in delaying the inevitable I went outside.

    “What did you hit me for?” he asked.

    “You know why,” I replied.
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    “I never done fuck all,” he persisted.

    Sensing that he was going to strike at any  minute, I lined him

up, hiding my preparation with,

    “So what are you trying to say?”

    Thinking that maybe he did just want to talk I made the

mistake of hesitating and not throwing my pre-cocked punch.

His right rose to serve me pennance for my mistake, but already

lined up, I beat him to the punch.

    ‘BANG!’ Right on the button again.

    This time he’s got to go. He staggered sideways as though

falling, then, again to my astonishment, he squared up and came

forward. Damn that boy’s got a strong jaw! I threw several

punches that bounced off his head like flies off a car windscreen.

I changed to the body and threw a low roundhouse to his mid-

section. He came right inside as I recovered it, slowly, I’m afraid,

and I felt the backs of my legs against the  edge of the four foot

by four foot circular, concrete rubbish bin - Oh the shame of it! I

fell in backwards and was as one with yesterday’s news and last

night’s chip packets.

    Granite jaw, all fourteen stone of him, fell on top of me. We

both exchanged blows as we struggled to get out. I almost sought

sanctuary under an empty crisp packet, but a sleeping wasp had
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beaten me to it. Granite, being in the enviable position of ‘on

top’ managed to get out, but I was still stuck fast. He rained

blows and insanities at me whilst his mates cheered him on.

Surprisingly, even though I was losing at this point, I never felt

any panic. All I needed was a foot hold and this came in the

guise of his right index finger. He left it by my mouth a millisecond

too long and I snapped it up. He tried to pull his finger free, so I

bit it harder. I felt a popping sensation as my teeth severed his

skin and the blood oozed from his finger into my mouth.

    ‘Oh no!’ I thought, ‘I’m not wearing a condom!’

With his bleeding finger right in my mouth I reached out with

my right hand and grabbed his testicles (as you do). Using them

and him as a leverage, I prised my way out of the bin. I kept

biting his finger harder and harder in an attempt at weakening

him, so he might give in, but drunkenness and stubbornness made

him carry on.

    With my left hand I grabbed his cotton shirt to give myself

better leverage and better pulling power. I double stepped back

with my right foot, I kicked him straight between the legs. He

still wouldn’t give in.  I was starting to get disheartened. Nothing

that I hit him with seemed to have any effect.
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    With his near-severed finger still in the grip of my teeth and

my left hand still gripping his near ripping shirt tightly, I slightly

widened my stance and bit harder on his finger to distract him

from what I was about to do. As he yelled in pain I released my

bite hold on the finger and pulled him rapidly towards me with

both hands. At the same time thrusting my head forward, I head-

butted him straight in the face, once, then twice with every ounce

of energy and spirit that I could muster. He hit the ground like a

concrete pillar and I thought his lights were out. But no, the

strong bastard was still conscious and holding onto the shirt that

he had ripped off my back as he fell - I lifted my foot in the air

and stamped in his face.”

So whilst it is nice to know how to bar and choke and escape

from on your back it is also worth remembering that the real

bread and butter techniques are, whenever possible, the

order of the day. If you look too hard for the hidden you’ll

miss the obvious.

In one of my fights I remember a guy catching my leg as I

kicked him in the stomach with a roundhouse kick. He pushed

me to the ground, still holding my left leg and probably thought
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that it was all over (it is now), but as I fell I spun my left hip

and walloped him in the head with a right roundhouse and

knocked him clean out. He actually fell on top of me. At first

I didn’t realise that he was out so I whacked him a couple of

times more, I realised when his unconscious body rolled off

me onto the floor.

So if you can damage/finish an opponent in vertical grappling,

before it hits the ground all the better. The atemi will only

take up a small part of this book. A poke in the eye or a

punch in the face doesn’t take much explaining after all, but

they are very important and should receive just as much flight

time as the other, more aesthetic techniques such as the choke

and the arm bars.

Note

Chokes and strangles are very dangerous, please practise with

great care and always release the opponent when/as soon as

he taps out. It is very easy to knock an opponent out with

these techniques inadvertently. Always work under

supervision so that a third party can spot when a fighter is in

trouble and cannot, or does not have time to tap out. I do

not recommend their use to minors.
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